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Summary This paper examines the text and the performance of Mugen-noh Othello, written by Sukehiro

Hirakawa and directed by Satoshi Miyagi (the original production in 2005 was titled Ku Na’uka de Mugen-

noh na Othello). In particular, it focuses on the language and voice used in the adaptationʼs attempt to

challenge the modern conception of a dramatic character as an independent subject. Combining Shakespeareʼs

Othello with a fukushiki mugen-noh play, the adaptation transforms Desdemona into the shite who appears as

the ghost of Desdemona. At the climax, the shite enacts Othelloʼs murder of Desdemona whilst she is

representing both the victim and the wrongdoer. The critics have interpreted this act as the socio-political

resolution of binary opposites such as men/women and black/white. Nevertheless, they have rarely discussed

the mode and the effect of the language and voice enabling the final consolidation of the subject and the

object. Whereas Hirakawa rewrites Desdemona as a dramatic agent of mutability, by availing himself of the

linguistic nature of Japanese, Miyagiʼs production, by staging the complex relationship between body and

language, performs the process of physically materialising such language as the shiteʼs voice on stage.

Introduction

Critics and audiences often think that the touchstone

of Shakespeareʼs plays is the degree of their

modernity, measuring it by the sense of self that is

portrayed as the charactersʼ individual interiority.

However, it was the very lack of subjectivity that drew

the attention of a Japanese theatre director for whom

modernity was a subject to be questioned and

challenged. Satoshi Miyagi, in his Noh adaptation of

Othello, attempts to shed light on the relative absence

of personality he found in the character of Desdemona.

Miyagi writes about her that ʻShe seems to be a

so-called “doll-like” figure, not someone subsisting

subjectivelyʼ.2) What had inspired Miyagi was the brief

sketch of a fukushiki mugen-noh (a kind of Noh in two

parts, where dream and reality meet) version of

Othello suggested by Sukehiro Hirakawa, a literary

scholar who regards the tendency to seek a psychologi-

cal interiority within a dramatic character as ʻa modern

diseaseʼ.3) On an evening in November 2005, Ku

Naʼuka, a theatre company led by Miyagi, staged the

first performance of Mugen-noh Othello on a tempo-

rary outdoor stage built in the garden of the Tokyo

National Museum. Like many of Miyagiʼs other works

that are characterised as festive, communal, and

ritualistic, the production converted Shakespeareʼs

Othello, which undertakes a deeply introspective

exploration of male desire, into a theatre piece that

evokes the shared experience of human dilemma and

chagrin. The key feature of the production is the figure

of Desdemona, who now appears as a shite along with

the re-enactment of the murder she performs on her

own.

My argument throughout is that the adaptation
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capitalises on the distinctive nature of Japanese theatre

and language to portray the shite as a dramatic agent

different from the modern conception of a character as

an individual subject. In Mugen-noh Othello, though

the shite avers that she is the ghost of Desdemona, she

does not represent the Shakespearean heroine alone ;

rather, her unique voice vacillates between and

integrates the subject and the object, the subjective and

the objective―simply speaking, she becomes both

Desdemona and Othello, and speaks both as a

character and a narrator. Critics have often focused on

the socio-political reading of the production, noticing

the shiteʼs force to transcend the antagonism between

victim and wrongdoer. Tetsuya Motohashi and Mika

Eglinton acknowledge the departure from the racial

and gender status quo inherent in the original play.4)

Rather than the interpretive possibilities these critics

explore, I intend to scrutinise specifically how the

production attains its acclaimed agency to transcend

both the subject and the object in its final moments.

Emi Hamana asserts that Mugen-noh Othello trans-

forms Othello into a ʻcommunal tragedyʼ, since in

mugen-noh ʻthere is no strong opposition between one

individual and anotherʼ. My particular focus is on the

shiteʼs language and voice, especially in her very last

words, which illuminate the means by which the

audience gain access to the shite as a dramatic agent

beyond individuality.5)

What follows is divided into two parts. The first part

sheds light on Hirakawaʼs script which has rarely been

studied independently. Celebrated as a scholar of

comparative literature, Hirakawa richly embellishes

his work with literary and dramatic sources from

differing cultures and times : Shakespeareʼs Othello ;

Arthur Waleyʼs vision of a mugen-noh combined with

the Elizabethan play ; Sōseki Natsumeʼs haiku poem

on the theme of Othello ; and inevitably, the long

tradition of Noh, especially the form of fukushiki

mugen-noh established by Zeami. Intermingling these

sources, Hirakawa transforms Desdemona into a shite

whose subjectivity is never fully established, open to

linguistic ambiguity and variation. The second part

discusses the way in which Miyagiʼs 2005 production

physically materialises on stage Hirakawaʼs language

as the voice whose subjectivity is also radically called

into question. Miyagiʼs production further augments

the subjective complexity established in Hirakawaʼs

language, carefully preparing to highlight the distinc-

tive quality of the voice the shite (played by Mikari,

the lead actress of Ku Naʼuka) attains in the final

moment.

Throughout this discussion, the approach is to

compare and contrast the varying sources of ʻhistoric-

ityʼ inherent in the production, investigating the latterʼs

loaded intertextuality as a ʻtesting ground for the

efficacy of the overall transtextual experimentʼ, as

Silvia Bigliazzi suggests.6) However, I will briefly map

out the historical and cultural context in which the

production is embedded, since Miyagi and Hirakawa

certainly were not the first to undertake the project of

reworking dramatic subjects as means of questioning

modernity. Since the 1960s, the Japanese theatre scene

has witnessed the rising trend of the Small Theatre

Movement, that seeks a new approach as an alternative

to ʻmodern dramaʼ. Though the term ʻmodernʼ is a

catch-all, the movement particularly counteracted the

New Theatre (shingeki), a Westernised form of theatre

unique to Japan.7) Influenced by the directors of the

movement, notably Tadashi Suzuki and Hideki Noda,

Miyagi too has sought an alternative to the psychologi-

cal and realist approach preferred by the directors of

the New Theatre for their character portrayals. At the

same time, on one hand, it would not be amiss to point

out that this indigenous movement was part of a global

trend of ʻpost-dramatic theatreʼ, a term coined by

Hans-Thies Lehmann. On the other hand, outside of

the theatre, the movement is often referred to as

ʻpostmodernismʼ, which is characterised by ʻthe loss of

unity […] in terms of “fragmentation” and decentring

of subjectivityʼ, according to Hugh Grady.8) What

Mugen-noh Othello excels at, among the numerous

theatrical experiments that had been attempted in this

domestic and global context, is its sheer complexity, as

illustrated in the discussion that follows. Whilst both
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Hirakawa and Miyagi vow to seek a new mode of

drama against and beyond modernity, neither of them

resorts to the all-too-familiar binary opposition of

West and East―namely, Shakespeare and Japanese

theatre― whereby the former as the modern would be

overcome by the latter.

I．The Language :

Hirakawaʼs Mugen-noh Othello

In 2004, a year before the performance took place,

Hirakawa published a short article in the literary

magazine Bungakukai, recounting the achievement of

Arthur Waley as a translator of Japanese classic

literature in early twentieth-century England.9) An

anecdote struck Miyagi, who happened to be one of the

readers : in explaining Waleyʼs idea to adapt John

Websterʼs The Duchess of Malfi into a fukushiki

mugen-noh play, Hirakawa took up Othello as his own

example, showing how Desdemona can be transformed

into a shite.10) Inspired by Hirakawaʼs brief sketch,

Miyagi invited him to write the complete script to be

staged by his company. Miyagiʼs original production

in 2005, then titled Ku Na’uka and Mugen-noh Like

“Othello”, was at variance with Hirakawaʼs script,

which came to be published in 2007 under the title

Mugen-noh Othello.11) Whilst Hirakawa in part

reimported the Noh phrases from Waley, and quoted a

haiku poem written by Sōseki Natsume, his language

elsewhere should not be mistaken for the customary

Noh style. He composed the play by integrating hints

of Western drama and the style of modern Japanese

with the essence of Zeamiʼs fukushiki mugen-noh, the

transforming nature of the shiteʼs perspective.

Following the common structure of fukushiki

mugen-noh, Hirakawaʼs Mugen-noh Othello reframes

the Shakespearean tragedy as retold by the ghost of

Desdemona in her afterlife, setting the scene in Cyprus,

now lost to the Turks decades after the original

tragedy. Consisting of two acts, maeba and nochiba,

the plot is as follows : in the maeba, a Venetian priest

(the waki) arrives at the port of Cyprus and encounters

four Venetian women. As demanded by the waki, the

women (together with the chorus) relate the story in

which the Venetian army won and then lost the island,

based in part on the actual history of the Fourth

Ottoman-Venetian war. As their narrative centres on

the eventual Venetian defeat by the Turks, the women

lament their current forlorn state, the result of the

male-dominant politics that abandoned them on the

island. At the end of the act, one of the women,

apparently the shite, reveals herself to be the ghost of

Desdemona and leaves. In contrast to the maeba,

which focuses on the history presumed to entail

Shakespeareʼs Othello, the nochiba unfolds the central

plot of the original. Reappearing this time in a gown

reminiscent of Desdemonaʼs, the shite retells excerpts

from the tragedy of the two lovers, leading up to the

moment Othello enters her bedroom in his attempt to

murder her. Unlike in Othello, the shite is aware of

Iagoʼs machinations and expresses her intense yearn-

ing for Othello as she recounts the story as the memory

of Desdemonaʼs ghost. In the end, as the waki and the

chorus chant a Buddhist prayer for her, her soul finally

departs from this world.

Although from a macro perspective, the adaptation

reconstructs the original narrative from the seeming

perspective of Desdemona, a closer look reveals that

her personhood cannot be fully identified with that of

Desdemona. Not only does the shite appear as one of

the local Venetian women in the maeba but, even after

her reappearance as the ghost of Desdemona in the

nochiba, her language sometimes interweaves different

voices from Shakespeareʼs play. When the shite,

together with the chorus, begins to recount the story in

which Othello won Desdemonaʼs love, her speech

integrates phrases from Othello. For instance,

Othelloʼs ʻRude am I in my speech | And little blest

with the soft phrase of peaceʼ (1. 3. 82-83) or else

Roderigoʼs derogatory ʻthicklipsʼ (1. 1. 65) can be

discerned :12)

Shite Unskilled in speech.

Not knowing the language of this

beautiful spring.
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But outwitting the white men.

Honesty from the thicklips.

Honesty from the thicklips.

Outflowed and embraced me

Chorus A black male mingles with the white

sheep

Shite A black male mingles with the white

sheep

Othello and I had secret intercourse

In that spring evening.

Chorus A bright sword, in the spring evening

A bright sword, in the spring evening

Pierced through myself and my body.

(75-76)13)

Within a single speech, the shite swiftly shifts from an

overt echo of Iagoʼs ʻan old black ram | Is tupping your

white ewe!ʼ (1. 1. 87-88) to the much more personal

narrative about Othello and herself as Desdemona. It is

difficult to decant from these speeches of the shite a

coherent sense of subjectivity. At the same time, in the

same sequence of speeches, the chorus, who speak as

ʻweʼ to recount the Venetian history in the maeba, now

speak in the first-person narrative voice, standing in

for Desdemona. Thus, the shiteʼs voice as Desdemona

does not have an independent existence ; rather, it is

indistinguishable from the collective voice of the

chorus. Together, the shite and the chorus move

between the subjective and objective voices, intermin-

gling aspects of other characters in Othello.

To a certain extent, such is the peculiar nature of the

shite and its language devised by Zeami, the Noh

virtuoso in the Muromachi period. Certain critics have

emphasised his distinctive usage of the grammatical

person, obfuscating the perspective of his shite. For

instance, in the first act of his play Izutsu, the shite,

appearing as a local woman in the maeba, begins to

recount the story of Ariwara no Narihiraʼs wife, using

the third-person pronoun, but shifts her voice

effortlessly into the first-person narrative of the wife

herself.14) Another example is the second act of

Sanemori, in which no subject pronoun is indicated at

all by the shite (supposedly the ghost of Sanemori),

throughout his description of the scene where a soldier

washes the hair of the beheaded Sanemori.15)

According to Kozue Kobayashi, fukushiki mugen-noh

is made possible ʻby availing the characteristics of

Japanese in which sentences can be structured without

clarifying their subjectsʼ.16) According to the linguistic

typology proposed by Charles N. Li and Sandra

Thompson, Japanese is comparatively ʻtopic-promi-

nentʼ in contrast to English, which is more ʻsub-

ject-prominentʼ ; therefore, within the syntax of

Japanese, grammatical subjects can easily be omitted

and left ambiguous, unlike in English.17) Whereas

some may criticise Japanese as comparatively illogical

in its structure, others, like Kobayashi, assert that the

Japanese grammar is an important factor shaping a

unique culture, as epitomised in Zeamiʼs fukushiki

mugen-noh.18)

Zeamiʼs figuration of the shite as the central

dramatic agent thus stands in stark contrast to the

Western model of dramatic subjects, which Catherine

Belsey, in examining Renaissance tragedies, defines

the latter this way : ʻTo be a subject is to speak, to

identify with the “I” of an utterance, to be the agent of

the action inscribed in the verbʼ.19) For Belsey, the full

identification of the character with the subject and the

predicate, as well as the pairing of the subject and the

predicate, seems to go without saying. Nevertheless, in

both of the above two plays by Zeami, the shiteʼs

agency seems to culminate with the apparent subjectiv-

ity being obscured and complicated : the climactic

scene of Izutsu depicts the moment in which the wife

finds in her face, reflected in a well, that of her beloved

husband ; whilst in Sanemori, the spirit of Sanemori

and the soldier washing his head are both represented

by the shite, as if Sanemori were holding his own

severed head. As Keiichirō Tashiro analyses that the

essential identity of Zeamiʼs shite is a narrator, a shite

is a kind of dramatic agent who mutates between

varying perspectives, rather than a single, independent

subject.

Hirakawaʼs debt to Zeamiʼs works and to the

linguistic nature of Japanese becomes more evident
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when compared to the idea of mugen-noh illustrated by

Waley. It seems that Waley, as well as other early

English translators of Noh, such as Ernest Fenollosa

and Ezra Pound, took pains in discerning the

grammatical subjects to suit the logic of the English

language. Toyoichirō Nogami complains that these

translators carelessly substitute names and pronouns

when they are left ambiguous in the original text.20)

Not only Waleyʼs translation but also his conception of

Noh attests to his mindset. For example, he considers

that the chorusʼs ʻsole function is to sing an actorʼs

words for him [shite] when his dance-movements

prevent him from singing comfortablyʼ rather than

noting the different perspective they inevitably

introduce.21) At the climax of his outline of the mugen-

noh adaptation of The Duchess of Malfi, the shite

speaks the Duchessʼ speech as written by Webster,

beginning from ʻHeaven-gates are not so highly

archedʼ until her last line, ʻGo tell my brothers, when I

am laid out, | They then may feed in quietʼ. At the same

time, the stage direction reads ʻShe sinks her head and

folds her handsʼ, indicating that the shite enacts, as an

actor would in a Western drama, the posture of the

Duchess waiting to be executed.22) Not the slightest

divergence between the uttered ʻIʼ, the onstage action,

and what the actor represents can be perceived in the

scene. Even Waley, undoubtedly a talented polyglot

who managed to grasp the essential beauty of Noh

without ever seeing it performed, shows that language

often conditions the modes of character portrayal in

theatre to a great degree.

Hirakawa largely employs Waleyʼs idea in writing

his script, quoting most of the lines Waley incorpo-

rated in his would-be Elizabethan Noh play ; nonethe-

less, the climactic moment is distinctively different as

the shite stands in for both Desdemona and Othello in

his play. Instead of quoting Desdemonaʼs final speech

from Shakespeareʼs text, Hirakawa employs a haiku

written by Sōseki : ʻShirakiku ni shibashi tamerau

hasami kanaʼ [The scissors hesitating awhile for a

white chrysanthemum flower] (68). The poem echoes

Othelloʼs opening monologue in Act 5, Scene 2, in

which he shows his reluctance to defile Desdemonaʼs

white skin : ʻYet Iʼll not shed her blood | Nor scar that

whiter skin of hers than snowʼ (5. 2. 3-4). However,

the subject of the poem does not simply identify itself

with Othello. Grammatically, the subject is ʻthe

scissorsʼ, which could be understood as a metaphor for

Othello. Yet the use of an exclamatory ending ʻkanaʼ

suggests the presence of the author, Sōseki himself.

Alternatively, some may envision Othello as the poet,

striving to objectify his own action and feeling. Indeed,

the crux of Japanese poetry, such as haiku and tanka,

like Noh, lies in its power to abstract the emotion in the

absence of an overt sense of subjectivity.23)

Hirakawa tailors the poem to suit his play by

exploiting its subjective undecidability, foregrounding

the perspectival mutability :

Shite Your skin whiter than snow

Chorus A chrysanthemum flower whiter than

snow

A chrysanthemum flower whiter than

snow

For a while, the scissors hesitate

Shite For a while, I hesitate (79)24)

The stage direction makes it clear that the shite, though

she still is the ghost of Desdemona, is now vicariously

representing Othello : ʻDesdemona, as the shite, stands

in to perform Othello’s emotion when he enters the

bedroom of his wife, Desdemonaʼ. By altering the

metaphorical third-person pronouns, ʻa chrysanthe-

mum flowerʼ and ʻscissorsʼ, into the first- and the

second-person pronouns of ʻyourʼ and ʻIʼ, Hirakawa

subjectifies Sōsekiʼs poem whose perspective is

neither fully subjective nor objective. However, the

text does not let the shite be a subject in Belseyʼs sense

since the shiteʼs subjectivity identified with the ʻIʼ is

stratified into the subject of enunciation (speaking), in

this case, Desdemona, and the subject of utterance

(represented in speech), Othello. At the same time, the

chorus does not merely serve as a convenience of the

shite but introduces another perspective : as the ending

ʻkanaʼ is dropped, its voice objectifies the otherwise

introspective rendition of the emotion. The sequence as
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a whole distils the emotion of the dilemma Othello

agonises over in Shakespeareʼs version, through the

interleaving of different voices echoed by the shite and

the chorus.

Looking closely at its language, what is notable in

Hirakawaʼs Mugen-noh Othello is the almost playful

indulgence in displaying the perspectival fluctuation.

Notice that the manipulation of perspectives, even in

the tragic moment, is invoked through wordplay : ʻkimi

no hadaʼ (ʻyour skinʼ) leads to ʻkiku no hanaʼ (ʻa

chrysanthemum flowerʼ), and then ʻhasamiʼ (ʻscis-

sorsʼ) to ʻwagamiʼ (ʻIʼ, though literally meaning ʻmy

bodyʼ). The initial conversation between the waki and

the four Venetian women anticipates my point. In the

first encounter of the waki and the four women, the

waki, trying to find out whether they are Venetians,

asks them : ʻHello, hello, people with jars atop [your]

heads, I have questions to askʼ (70).25) The shite, as

one of the women, replies ʻDoes that mean us

(konata)?ʼ followed by each of the women describing

the contents of the jars they carry. Although the waki

emends his question, asking again, ʻNo, not the jars but

about you (omaesama)ʼ, the shite again veers away,

this time with more apparent hint of deliberateness :

ʻAbout me (warawa)? Well, that is an unexpected

questionʼ. Instead of revealing her identity (were she

to have any at this point), she teases the waki as if he is

seeking an intimate relationship with her. The word

konata, first used by the shite, literally means ʻthis

wayʼ or ʻhereʼ but signifies either ʻmeʼ or ʻusʼ in this

context since it is also commonly used as the

first-person personal pronoun. In contrast to the term

warawa, which only functions as a personal pronoun,

konata obfuscates the location of the subject, allowing

the shite to reorient the question towards the jars,

instead of towards herself. The play, therefore, begins

and ends with the shite playing with pronouns,

obscuring her identity. These instances of wordplay

present the playʼs self-awareness of its owing to the

linguistic nature of Japanese in circumventing the

shiteʼs full establishment as a subject.

II．The Voice :

Miyagiʼs Mugen-noh Othello

To write the play in language that transcends

individuality and to materialise such language on stage

are, of course, two different things. Language, in its

immateriality and especially with the advantage of

Japanese grammar, could easily obscure the subject.

We know from our own experience that the emotion

encapsulated in haiku or tanka, without articulating its

subject, can sometimes move us intensely.

Nevertheless, when those words are spoken by an actor

on stage, the question arises as to whether the audience

can appreciate and sympathise with an emotion

without reading the body as a subject, as the site of

individual interiority. It seems that Miyagi, in his

Mugen-noh Othello, attempts to confirm such possibil-

ity by carefully devising the way in which Hirakawaʼs

language is conveyed to his audience.26)

As for the kind of challenge Miyagi undertakes,

Anthony B. Dawson seems to assert that, for the

Elizabethan as well as for an audience today, the

answer is no. That is to say, in order for Desdemona to

move them, the actor must embody her sorrow and

agony as though they were interiorised within her (or

indeed, his) body. According to Dawson, that was the

essential condition for Henry Jackson to appreciate the

performance of Othello in 1610. He was an Oxford

scholar whose contemporaneous account of the play

survives today :

Desdemona, killed in front of us by her husband,

although she acted her part excellently through-

out, in her death moved us especially when, as she

lay in her bed, with her face alone she implored

the pity of the audience.27)

Jackson recounts the mighty potential of the boy

actorʼs physical and facial expression to yield the

effect of empathy and catharsis. Dawson suggests, as

Jackson ʻis clearly responding to the person of

Desdemona―it is she who moves the audienceʼ, that

the actorʼs physical agency liaises with the audienceʼs
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belief to see in the actorʼs body the fictional

ʻinteriorised personhoodʼ.28)

Nevertheless, in staging the same moment that

touched Jackson, namely, the killing of Desdemona,

Miyagiʼs production attempts to defy the premise that

an actor needs to be identified with a person in order to

affect the audience emotionally. Whereas Hirakawaʼs

script only designates the shite to represent ʻOthelloʼs

emotionʼ at its climax, Miyagiʼs production stages the

act of strangulation as the focal point of the shiteʼs

narrative. Miyagiʼs production opts for the tragic effect

of theatre as she strangles herself to re-enact the

murder, rather than Hirakawaʼs aesthetic playing with

insubstantial words. The agonising hesitation and the

physical and emotional pain are both brilliantly

portrayed by Mikari through her facial expressions as

she chokes herself, uttering, ʻFor a while, I hesitateʼ.

Although there is no testimony to how the audience in

general appreciated the scene, it is safe to say, at least,

that the production focuses on that moment of

catharsis, of ʻimploring the pity of the audienceʼ.

However, as I shall discuss below, the intensity of

emotion expressed here by the shite differs from what

Jackson found in his experience, in the sense that the

emotion expressed at the climax is disowned by any

particular subject inherent to Othello.

It is noteworthy that, in Mugen-noh Othello, Miyagi

embarks on a new experiment to represent a dramatic

character on stage. Since the foundation of Ku Naʼuka

in 1990, Miyagi has been interested in calling into

question the audienceʼs desire for a unified subject,

their predisposition to seek a fictional selfhood in an

actor. As a result, Ku Naʼuka has been known for the

acting method called ʻtwo actors per roleʼ (futari-

hitoyaku). Reminiscent of the traditional Japanese

puppet theatre ningyō-jōruri, each character is per-

formed physically by the actors called ʻmoversʼ while

being voiced by ʻspeakersʼ who are normally visible to

the audience. The method derives from Miyagiʼs

experience as an actor. According to an interview,

Miyagi once realised that the audience was eager to

view the fictional character as a unified being even

though he as an actor felt disrupted inside.29) The ʻtwo

actors per roleʼ method, therefore, is a way in which

the inner discrepancy of a subject is made visible on

stage, whereas the audience is enticed to envision the

character as a unified subject in their imagination.

Nonetheless, Mugen-noh Othello was the first

production in which Miyagi did not strictly follow this

method. Although the shite as well as the other three

women followed the rule in the first act, for most of the

second act, Mikari, in the role of the shite, moves and

speaks for herself. Maki Honda speaks all of the lines

attributed to the waki throughout the production. As

Miyagi admits that ʻthe shite is “a mover who also

speaks” in my viewʼ, Hirakawaʼs shite internalises the

essence of the ʻtwo actors per roleʼ method to bring to

the foreground the discrepancies within a seemingly

unified dramatic subject.30) By deviating from his

established methodology, what Miyagi introduced in

the production was a dynamic. In contrast to past

productions, in which the ʻtwo actors per roleʼ method

constantly reminded the audience of the underlying

fragmentation of a dramatic subject, Mugen-noh

Othello performs the process of constructing and

eventually unravelling the shiteʼs identity. It does so by

highlighting the distinctive vocal quality the shite

attains at the very end as one that is highly

noncommittal to any particular subject. The following

discussion examines the three-phase process, that

takes place in the nochiba, each of which characterize

different approaches to acting.

The first phase reconstructs Shakespeareʼs Othello

inside Hirakawaʼs Mugen-noh Othello, almost like a

play within a play. It mainly features the new textual

material Miyagi introduced in his performance, apart

from Hirakawaʼs text : excerpts from the original text

of Othello translated by Yūshi Odashima, whose

translation of Shakespeare is one of the most

commonly used by Japanese directors. All of the

passages from Odashimaʼs translation are performed as

the ai-kyōgen part (a farcical interval which is

commonly inserted between the two acts in Noh),

except for the dialogue between Iago and Othello in
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Act 3, Scene 3, performed later. The excerpts represent

the conversations between the male characters,

revealing Iagoʼs machinations behind the unfolding

tragedy. Speaking and moving together, some of the

male members of the chorus, who wear masks during

the scene, perform these scenes of Odashimaʼs

translation with deliberately comical touches. In a

sense, the production somewhat parodically stages a

comparatively modern portrayal of dramatic charac-

ters.

The initial part of the nochiba in Hirakawaʼs text,

including the sequence where the shite integrates the

perspectives of the other male characters, is performed

between the ai-kyōgen part and the dialogue from Act

3, Scene 3. Nevertheless, Miyagi, by redistributing

Hirakawaʼs text among the actors, recreates the scene

less as a narrative than as a drama, in the sense of a

conflict between a protagonist and antagonists. On the

screen at the back of the stage, what suddenly pops up

is the shiteʼs explanation of the story in which Othello

won her love though he was ʻrude in his speechʼ (13 :

15). The directorial choice seems to hint at the

presence of the intangible text, both of Hirakawa and

of Shakespeare, which is about to be materialised on

stage. Only the chorus utters ʻa black male mingles

with a white sheepʼ (14 : 07), and conversely, the shite

speaks ʻPassed through myself and my bodyʼ (15 :

14), the line originally attributed to the chorus, which

is also projected on the screen. Therefore, on one hand,

the chorus no longer speaks for the shite, but instead

vocalises the viewpoints of Desdemonaʼs male

antagonists, Othello and Iago, among others. On the

other hand, the shite looms as the confronted heroine,

Desdemona, by expropriating the lines that explicitly

render the subject ʻIʼ. Throughout the sequence, unlike

in the maeba where a chorus member, Natsumi

Sugiyama, utters as her ʻspeakerʼ, Mikari moves and

speaks on her own, uniting her voice with the

grammatical subject.

The second phase begins as the enactment of Act 3,

Scene 3, marks the fulfilment of the play-with-

in-a-play-like representation of Othello, ending with

Othelloʼs speech, ʻI will withdraw | To furnish me with

some swift means of death | For the fair devilʼ (3. 3.

479-81) (22 : 40). Letting the shite overhear the

conversation, which Desdemona would not have

known in the original play, the scene suggests that the

shite partially attains an objective, omniscient point of

view, alongside her subjectivity as Desdemona. After

she silently witnesses Othello (played by Ittoku Abe)

putting his palms together, suggesting the strangulation

of Desdemona (22 : 45), she once again occupies the

centre of the stage. The remaining performance

focuses on the complication of the shiteʼs perspective,

steering towards the final moment of her murder.

The second phase stages the shift of the shiteʼs voice

marked by the two instances of direct speech. By

omitting the first four lines in Hirakawaʼs text, the first

speech the shite utters after the menʼs dialogue are the

words of Othello : ʻ “[You are] hiding something,

what [are you] hiding?”, [I was] accusedʼ (23 :

51).31) In contrast to the preceding phase, in which

Mikari carefully avoided uttering the words of anyone

other than Desdemona, she now vocalises Othello as

well as Desdemona. In Hirakawaʼs text, the phrase is in

direct speech, as it is quoted within Japanese-style

quotation marks. However, since both the first- and the

second-person subjects are grammatically elided, no

difference is marked between direct and indirect

speech in the performance. Mikari differentiates the

quote from the narrative part by almost roaring the

direct quote in a conspicuously low-pitched, mascu-

line voice. For the narrative part, she uses the

high-pitched voice she has used for the earlier lines,

continuing to depict the feeling of Desdemona being

accused of infidelity by her husband. This is the first

moment when the shite embodies the two different

vocal qualities, representing the two lovers.

The shite further transforms her vocal quality,

reclaiming it in between the subjective and the

objective perspective. The next four verses attributed

to the shite are uttered by Sugiyama, instead of Mikari,

marking the disjunction of the subjective voice from

the shite (25 : 04). At the end of the speech, Mikari
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gasps out, ʻMy lord Othello !ʼ (Oserō-sama!), in the

high-pitched voice, intensely expressing Desdemonaʼs

yearning for her lover (25 : 40). In her speech shortly

after, explaining the story of Iagoʼs betrayal, there is

another instance of direct speech quoting Othelloʼs

words : ʻ “Are you (onore) a whore?” [I was]

accused. | How sad not to have proof of innocenceʼ

(27 : 56).32) However, this time, she uses a compara-

tively neutral voice without differentiating the quote

from the narrative part. As the pronoun onore can be

used either as a first- or a second-person pronoun, one

cannot tell whether she is speaking in the voice of

Othello or Desdemona, in direct or indirect speech.

Note that the latter verse, as well as the entire speech

except for the quote, is grammatically impersonal ;

when spoken on stage, whether the sentence is in the

first- or the third-person, subjective or objective, is

left undetermined. Thus, the differentiation between

subject and object (Desdemona and Othello) and

between subjective character and objective narrator is

noticeably obfuscated at this point.

Bypassing about ten verses in Hirakawaʼs text to the

extract of Sōsekiʼs poem, the last phase takes place

where the shite finally proceeds to re-enact the

moment of the homicide. Miyagi directs the final

sequence as follows, further entangling the perspecti-

val indeterminacy inherent in Hirakawaʼs text (28 :

27-32 : 49) : after a prolonged silence, accompanied

by the serene sound of flute and drum played in

crescendo, the shite slowly places her palms together

in front of her as if to strangle something in the air,

mimicking Othelloʼs posture at the end of his dialogue

with Iago. However, she fails, releasing her tension.

Then, turning her back, she walks towards one of the

jars left at the rear of the stage, jars that were used to

displace the identity of the women at the beginning of

the performance. When she turns around, she is

wearing a red and black military glove, symbolising

Othello, on her right hand. Coming back to centre stage

with masculine footwork, she tries to strangle

something in the air, now with the gloved hand―yet

fails again. Then, Abe, seated among the chorus

members, utters the first verse, ʻYour skin whiter than

snowʼ, originally attributed to the shite. The female

members of the chorus follow and repeat the line, ʻA

chrysanthemum flower whiter than snow | For a while,

the scissors hesitateʼ. Highlighting the poetic subject,

the male members match their voice at ʻthe scissorsʼ.

Lastly, the shite grabs her own neck with the gloved

hand, and delivers the line, ʻFor a while, I hesitateʼ,

strangling herself with an intense expression of pain,

agony, and sorrow. Her voice sounds forced and

profound, but is neither high- nor low-pitched.

Physically, with two failed attempts, the direction

highlights the necessity for the shite to stand in for both

the victim and the wrongdoer, the subject and the

object, evoking the scenes of Zeami I have discussed

earlier. Vocally, when the shite utters ʻFor a while, I

hesitateʼ, she speaks in a plainly subjective voice,

using the first-person pronoun, for the first time since

the lines replaced by Sugiyama. Having carefully

prepared for this moment, the subject ʻIʼ in her last line

cannot be attributed to any particular personage,

although her voice sounds intensely emotional. On one

hand, Othello is speaking from the context of

Shakespeareʼs monologue and of Sōsekiʼs poetry,

encapsulating his dilemma of love and jealousy. On the

other hand, the voice of the ghost of Desdemona, too,

is recognisable in the paradox of killing herself to

vicariously understand Othelloʼs love. Together, the

shite embodies the two lovers with too strong a desire,

consummated only upon their nuptial deathbed : ʻNo

way but this ; | Killing myself, to die upon a kissʼ (5. 2.

356-57). Yet the same ʻIʼ epitomises the very quality

of the shiteʼs voice in between the subjective and the

objective outlook. The pronoun used here in Japanese

is ʻwagamiʼ which, as we noted earlier, literally means

ʻmy bodyʼ. Although the archaic term wagami is

commonly accepted as a first-person pronoun,

technically it is a third-person pronoun referring to

oneself. Similar to the term konata used by the women

at the beginning of the play, the pronoun grammati-

cally allows for the slight distance between the subject

of utterance and the subject of enunciation ; however,
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this time the word designates to the very presence of

the shite as something, but not necessarily someone,

serving as the dramatic agent in this highly impas-

sioned moment.

Thus, at this moment, the production attempts to

betray the premise that an actor needs to individually

interiorise emotions in order to touch the audience.

One may say that such is the distillation of emotion for

which Noh is often acclaimed, as Hirakawa states that

a character in Noh exists as ʻa personification of an

emotionʼ, in contrast to ʻinteriorized personhoodʼ.33)

Nevertheless, throughout the performance, such

abstraction of emotion is not taken for granted as the

tradition of Noh. Instead, Miyagiʼs directorial choices,

together with Mikariʼs vocal artifice, carefully prepare

for the final moment by staging the very process in

which the shite attains at the end the uniquely poignant

voice embodying both the subject and the object, as

well as the subjective and the objective.

Conclusion

As I have shown above, both Hirakawa and Miyagi,

in creating this intercultural adaptation of

Shakespeareʼs play, rewrite the mode of subjectivity

(or the lack thereof), from a form familiar in modern

Western theatre to a form that is deeply-rooted in

Japanese language and theatre. Whilst they carefully

reconstruct Desdemona into the shite to uncover a new

possibility of theatre in lieu of the modern approach,

their challenge against ʻmodernityʼ should not be

confused as the denunciation of the English ʻIʼ in

general, or the Shakespearean ʻIʼ in particular. After

all, the subject of Shakespeare and its modernity is

nothing if not a complex matter. Some critics like Joel

Fineman identify in Shakespeareʼs characters the same

psychological subject as it is conceived today.34) The

debate is stirred by the polemicists who argue against

such a view.35) According to Belsey, Othello is an

exemplar of ʻthe precariously unified protagonist of

Renaissance dramaʼ since ʻthe occurrence of “I” in

speech [i. e., a Renaissance soliloquy] is predicated on

a gap between the subject of the enunciation and the

subject of the utteranceʼ.36) As Junji Kinoshita

suggests, Shakespeareʼs plays, to a certain extent,

resemble fukushiki mugen-noh. Whereas Kinoshita

points out the hint of irrational subjectivity in Macbeth

as he begins to observe himself as his other, Othello,

even more famously, is a character who wishes to

objectify his life as though it were a narrative.37)

Facing his doomed fate, Othello tries to narrate himself

in the third-person : ʻWhere should Othello go?ʼ (5. 2.

269), and in thinking of his afterlife, he desires a

story : ʻThen must you speak | Of one that loved not

wisely but too wellʼ (341-42). Whilst critics

sometimes prefer to psychologically subjectify

Othelloʼs language as ʻself-dramatisationʼ, such

interpretation perhaps is the ʻmodern diseaseʼ.

Therefore, by transforming Desdemonaʼs lack of

individuality into the shite in its peculiar nature as a

dramatic agent, Mugen-noh Othello demonstrates

another possibility of Shakespeare in todayʼs theatre

against and beyond modernity.
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平川祐弘作・宮城聰演出『夢幻能オセロー』におけるシテの言葉と声

中 谷 森

京都大学大学院 人間・環境学研究科 共生人間学専攻

〒 606-8501 京都市左京区吉田二本松町

要旨 本稿は，平川祐弘作・宮城聰演出の『夢幻能オセロー』(2005年初演時のタイトル『ク・ナ

ウカで夢幻能な「オセロー」』) における，個人としての主体という近代的な人物観の超克という試

みを，言語と声の観点から検討するものである．シェイクスピア作『オセロー』を複式夢幻能へと

翻案する本作の最終場面では，デズデモーナの幽霊として現れるシテが，オセローによるデズデ

モーナ殺害の場面を，被害者と加害者の両者となって演じる．これまでこの場面は，男と女，白人

と黒人といった二項対立の克服を表すものとして社会政治学的立場から解釈されてきた．しかし，

ここで主体と客体の融合を可能にしている言語と声の様相とその作用という問題は看過されてきた．

平川の戯曲は，主語の明示を必要としない日本語の言語的特性を利用し，主体の揺らぎを孕んだ言

葉において，デズデモーナをシテへと書き換えるものであり，さらに宮城演出のプロダクションは，

そのようなシテの言葉が声として舞台上に身体化されるプロセスを上演するものである．
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